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We show that noncommutative power-associative nilalgebras of finite dimension
n and nilindex k are solvable if k n 1 or k n. For any given integer n 2,
we present an example of a power-associative nilalgebra of dimension n and
nilindex n 1 which is not solvable. This implies a power-associative nilalgebra of
dimension n and nilindex k need not be solvable if k n.  2001 Academic Press
Recall that a nonassociative algebra J is called solable if the descend-
Ž1. Ž s1. Ž Ž s..2ing chain of subalgebras J  J, J  J contains zero. The
smallest r such that J Ž r . 0 is called the index of solability of J. J is
called nilpotent in case the descending chain of subalgebras J 1 J,
J nÝ J rJ s contains zero. The smallest r such that J r 0 is calledrsn
the index of nilpotence of J. We define the plenary powers of an element
1  s1 Ž  s .2x J as x  x and x  x .
An element x in a power-associative algebra is called nilpotent in case
there is an integer r such that x r 0. An algebra consisting only of
nilpotent elements is called a nilalgebra. A nilalgebra is said to have
Ž . n Ž .nilindex n if i x  0 for all elements in the algebra and ii n is the
smallest positive integer for which this is true.
1 Supported by FONDECYT 1990375.
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The problem of the nilpotence of finite dimensional power-associative
 nilalgebras was first presented by Albert in 1 . Partial solutions are given
   in 24 where only the commutative case is discussed. In 3 the dimension
 4 case with nilindex 	 4 is solved. In 2 it is proved that a commutative
 algebra of dimension n and nilindex n must be nilpotent of index n. In 4
Suttles gives an example of a commutative power-associative nilalgebra of
dimension 5 and nilindex 4 which is not nilpotent. This same example can
be modified to show there are commutative power-associative nilalgebras
Žwhich are not nilpotent when dimension  nilindex 
 4 the reader is
.referred ahead to our final remarks to see how this is done .
Lemma 1. In a power-associatie algebra, if b is a nilpotent element, then
² : 2any proper subalgebra of B b is contained in B .
2 ² 2 3 k1:Proof. First notice that B  b , b , . . . , b , where k is the index
of nilpotence of b. Suppose H is a proper subalgebra of B and there exists
an element h in H which is not in B2. Thus h  b  b21 2
  bk1 with   0. Therefore for all l
 1 we have hl  l b lk1 1 1
Ž . l1 Ž . f b b , where f b is a polynomial expreession in b. Therefore, thel l
powers h, h2, . . . , hk1 are linearly independent elements in H. This
contradicts that H is a proper subalgebra.
We remark that, if the nilindex of a nilalgebra A is n 1, then there is
an element x in A such that x, x 2, . . . , x n are linearly independent. It
follows that if the dimension of A is n then A is generated by x and A is
trivially nilpotent. We concentrate on the case where the degree equals the
nilindex.
Throughout A will denote a power-associative nilalgebra of nilindex n
and dimension n over a field K. We assume that n 2.
We use lower case and upper case letters to relate the subalgebra
generated by a single element to that element. If z refers to an element of
A, then the subalgebra generated by z will be indicated by Z. We reserve
the letter x in A to be one particular element of A such that x n1 0. X
will be the subalgebra generated by x. The subalgebra X will be commuta-
tive and associative and the dimension of X is n 1.
LEMMA 2. For all z, w in A, we hae z 2 in X 2 and zw wz in X 2.
Proof. Let z be any element of A. If z is in X, then z 2 is in X 2. We
now examine the case where z is not in X. Then A Z X and
Dim A Dim Z X Dim Z Dim X Dim X Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If Dim X Z Dim Z or Dim X Z Dim X , we would have
that A X or A Z. This is impossible because if A were generated by
a single element, the nilindex would be one more than the dimension of A.
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Thus the dimension and the nilindex could not both be n. We conclude
that X Z is a proper subalgebra of both Z and X. Furthermore, since
Ž . Ž .Dim A  n and Dim X  n 1, the above dimension equation shows
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .that Dim X Z Dim Z  1. The dimension of Z is also Dim Z 
1. Since X Z is a proper subalgebra of Z, by Lemma 1, X Z is
2 2 Ž .contained in Z . Both X Z and Z have dimension Dim Z  1.
Therefore X Z Z 2. We now use Lemma 1 again to claim that X Z
 X 2. We conclude that Z 2 X 2. We have now proved that z 2 X 2.
We have now shown that the square of any element of A is in X 2. Since
Ž .2 2 2zw wz z w  z  w it follows that for any w in A, zw wz is
in X 2.
The following example shows that this class of algebras is not necessarily
nilpotent.
EXAMPLE 1. Let B be the algebra with basis z, x, x 2, x 3, . . . , x n1 and
nonzero multiplication given by xzzx z x, x i x j x i j for 1	 i, j
	 n 1, and x n 0. B is a noncommutative power-associative nilalgebra
of nilindex n and dimension n, which is not nilpotent since
Ž ŽŽŽ . . . . xz z z  z z x 0 for any number of z.
Ž .LEMMA 3. For all z A, s
 2, and char K  2, the following state-
ments hold:
1. x sz zx s.
2. x sz is in X 2.
 2     Proof. Linearizing w, w  0 gives a, bz zb  b, za az 
 z, ab ba  0 for all a, b, z in A. Since X is a commutative subalgebra
and bz zb, za az, and ab ba are in X by Lemma 2, if we set b x
s1  s and a x we get 2 z, x  0 for all z in A. Using characteristic not 2,
we get Part 1.
Part 2 now follows since 2 x sz x sz zx s is in X 2.
COROLLARY 1. Let s be a positie integer with s
 2. Suppose that
Ž .char K  2, 3. Then:
1. X s is an ideal of A.
2. AX s X s1 and X sA X s1.
 Ž .Proof. Let A  A,, o be the algebra with the same addition as A
Ž .Ž .but with a new multiplication xoy 12 xy yx . Since A is power-as-
sociative, powers of elements are the same when computed in A or in A.
In particular A is also a power-associative nilalgebra of dimension n and
 nilindex n. Since A is commutative, we know from 2, proof of Theorem
 Ž . s s ² 2 3 n1:1, p. 413 that A  X for s
 2. The set X x, x , x , . . . , x is
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the same in A and A. From Lemma 3, Part 2 we get AX s AoX s
Ž . s1 s1 s1 sA  X . This proves Part 2. Since X  X , it also proves Part
1.
THEOREM 1. Let A be a power-associatie nilalgebra oer a field K of
characteristic  2, 3. Assume that A has nilindex n and dimension n, where
n 2. Then AŽ t . 0 wheneer t
 Log n 2.2
Ž .Ž . 2Proof. We will first show that AA AA  X . Let z be any element
of A which is not in X. If a and b are elements in A, then a  z0
 x  x n1 and b  z  x  x n1. Using Lem-1 n1 0 1 n1
Ž 2 .mas 2 and 3, we get that ab   zx   xz mod X . Since xz zx0 1 1 0
2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .2is in X , we obtain that ab      zx mod X . Since zx is0 1 1 0
2 Ž .Ž . 2in X , we obtain that AA AA  X .
Ž .Ž . 2 Ž3. 2We have just shown that AA AA  X . This is equivalent to A  X
where the exponent of A is in plenary power notation. This is the t 3
Ž t . 2 Ž t2. Žstage of A  X the left hand side of the equation is in plenary
Ž .power notation, while the right hand side is in ordinary associative power
.notation . Using induction one can show that this last formula is true for
all t
 3. Since X is nilpotent of index n, it follows that AŽ t . will be zero
provided that 2Ž t2.
 n. This is equivalent to t
 Log n 2.2
Ž . s We remark that in the algebra B of Example 1, we have that z x
ŽŽ .2 . s1 Ž 2 2 . s1 Ž 2 . s1  s  2 s1 z x  z  zx xz x  x  x  x is in
BŽ s. for s
 2. In this example Log n 1	 the index of solvability2
 Log n 2 and equality holds only when n is a power of 2. This2
example shows that the index of solvability actually achieves the largest
integral value below the upper bound.
Ž . 2THEOREM 2. If A is as in Theorem 1 and char K  2, 3, then A is
nilpotent of index 	 n.
Ž .Ž . 2Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1 we have that AA AA  X .
Ž .k kThis is the k 2 initial step of the induction that AA  X . Assuming
the result is true for exponents less than k then
k i j ij k1 k1AA  AA AA  X  AA X  X AAŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ijk
by induction. The result follows from Corollary 1, Part 2, since AX k1
k1 k Ž .n nX A X . Therefore AA  X  0. This proves Theorem 2.
We remark that in the algebra B of Example 1 we have that xz z x
2 Ž .n1 n1is in B , and z x  x  0. Therefore the index of nilpotence of
B2 is n.
Remark. The assumption that the dimension of the algebra be equal to
the nilindex of the algebra is important. For any given integer n 2, we
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present an example of a power-associative nilalgebra A having dimension
2 Ž 2n and nilindex n 1 such that A  A and so A is neither nilpotent nor
.solvable .
EXAMPLE 2. Let n 2 and let A be the algebra with basis
a, b, x, x 2, . . . , x n2 and nonzero multiplications given by: xaax b,
xbbx x, abba a, x i x j x i j for 1	 i, j	 n 2, and x n1
 x n   x 2 n2 0. Clearly aX 2 X 2a bX 2 X 2 b 0. Given
z a b  x p where  ,  ,  K , p X 2, we have z 2 q2
X 2 where q  x p. One can now easily show that any product of m
m Ž .copies of z is equal to q m
 2 , and so A is power-associative and
z n1 0. Finally, since a, b, x A2, A2 A.
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